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About the foundation

•Established in 1967

•Focus of helping the community understand the law through a 
range of programs:
-Schools
-Better information
-Grants program funding legal information for the community
-Publishing
-Everyday-Law website



About me

•Executive Director of Victoria Law Foundation

•Lawyer

•Review publications 

•Churchill Fellowship 



The focus of today



To give you some ideas 

to improve the quality of community legal

information





What we will cover

1. What our research tells us

2. A note on formats

3. What makes community legal information effective

4. Common problems and how to fix them
- Use your money better 
- Be more effective

5. Plain language principles



Timing

•Before break
- Identifying the problems and common fixes

•After the break
-Looking at plain language principles



What our research tells us



What does our work tell us about 
community legal information?

•Community legal information needs some help

•A lot of money is being spent on projects unlikely to be 
useful

•There are big gaps in information in some areas



Our research: Everyday-Law

•Over 3000 publications reviewed for Everyday-Law 
(electronic and hardcopy)

•1500 were included as the best available

•Of those 1500 only 40% meet best practice standards





Our research: Everyday-Law

•Money is limited in the sector

•It needs to be spent on activities that make a difference

•Room for improvement in community legal information



A note on different formats



A note on different formats
•Today we are looking at words – how people read and take in 
information

•There are many different channels for the delivery of 
community legal information
-Print
-Websites
-Video
- Interactive formats…

•Many of these principals apply across all channels



What makes community information 
effective?



Motivation to read

•Different factors effect our motivation to read
- When we read we don’t just look at the words

- We look at lots of different things for pointers

- The more ‘attractive’ we make a document to read, the more success 
we will have

•If there are too many words or the language is 
complicated people will turn off – they can’t take it in

•That means all your good work down the drain! 



To be effective…
•Accurate

•Your intended audience needs to be able to find it

•Format needs to consider the skills and needs of the 
audience

•Content needs to be tailored to the audience

•Tells people what they want to know (purpose)

•Helps them take the ‘next steps’



So what are some of the common 
problems that we see?



Top ten problems (ok and a few more)
no particular order

1. Audience

2. Purpose unclear

3. Lack of research 

4. Not accurate

5. Lack of consultation

6. Legislation dumping

7. Too much information

8. Out-of-date

9. Translation quality

10. Failure to get help when you need it

11. Format issues

12. No distribution and marketing plan

13. No final review or edit



1. Audience

•No 1 problem – haven’t clearly identified your audience

•Often linked to unclear purpose

•Want to be all things to all people

•You end up with
-Too much content
-Too many audiences

•Very little success!



1. Audience- not written for the 
audience
•You cannot effectively write for more than one 
audience

•You can have broad audiences – but you need to be 
honest with yourself

•Australian Bureau of Statistics

•Don’t make assumptions about your audience
-Ask them 
-Be open



1. Audience – not written for the 
audience
•Plain language principles will help

•We will come back to this after the break…



2. Unclear purpose

•Resources that are not honest or clear about what they 
want to achieve

• Is this really a promotional tool?

• Is it trying to get a person to take action?

•Do you know?

•Etc

•You need to be clear about and true to your purpose



3. Lack of research

•Failure to find out what is out there 
-CLEAR database
-Law and Justice Foundation of NSW
-Everyday-Law in Victoria
-Google

•Is the organisation the best person for the job?



4. Accuracy

•Lack of fact checking
-Making too many assumptions – particularly about 
what people do

-Legal checks
-Organisational checks
-Put the date it is accurate to on the publication
-Jurisdiction

•Always double check



5. Lack of consultation

•The best publications involve lots of people
-Before
-During 
-After

•Reference groups

•Consult with your audience

•Focus test your publication

•No one knows everything



6. Legislation dumping
•Where sections are legislation are copied into a 
publication

•You need to interpret it for the reader

•Otherwise you get this…



7. Too much information

• Immediate turn off – don’t even start reading (no matter the 
format)

• Printed material
- Preferred format is fact sheet, brochure <10 pages
- Printed material >10 pages mixed views
- Smaller publications more focused

• Online
- Keep it short
- Use anchors

• Community prefer things short and clear



8. Out-of-date

•If you produce something you need a plan to keep it 
up to date

•Particularly online

•Do you have a plan?

•Do you have the resources?



9. Translation

•You need to consult

•Poor translations can be detrimental

•It is not as simple as the top 10 languages

•Different groups have different needs

•It is expensive – so do it right



10. Failure to get help when you need it

•If you are a lawyer you might not have all the skills you 
need – get help!
-copywriter
-editor
-proof reader
-designer
-all service publisher
-speak to other people for recommendations



11. Format issues

•Think about your audience and how they will use the 
information
- Print 

- Factsheet 
- Brochure
- Poster 
- Novelty items

- Online
- PDF
- Word
- HTML
- Video

•Accessibility



11. Format issues

- online
- PDF (poor accessibility)
- Word (high accessibility)
- HTML 
- Video

•Ask yourself how they will find it?

•What is their capacity?

•How will they use it?

•All publications should be online



12. No distribution and marketing plan

•If no one uses it what is the point?

•You need a plan

•Work with intermediaries

•Get buy in while you are producing your publication

•Meta data

•YouTube



12. No distribution and marketing plan

•Social media

•Cross promotion



13. No final review or edit

•Best opportunity to add value

•Check what you end up with against what you planned
-Purpose 
-Audience
-Outcome of focus testing and reference groups
-Check against plain language principles
-Check the language
-Be critical



Phew!

Time for a break



Let’s talk about writing





A focus on plain language …
•Which is: 

-Good, clear writing which communicates as simply 
and effectively as possible

-Focuses on the message 

-Uses only as many words as necessary and avoids:

- jargon 

- unnecessary technical expressions

- complex language



Plain language fundamentals

1. Audience – who are they?

2. Structure – make it logical

3. Language – make it easy to understand

4. Design - make it look good



1. Audience (a refresher)

Know your audience

•Who is your resource for?

•What do they want to know?

•Ask yourself:

- What does your audience want to do?

- What do they need to know to do this?

- What do you know about them?



1. Audience

•You cannot effectively write for more than one 
audience

•You can have broad audiences – but you need to 
be honest with yourself

•Australian Bureau of Statistics

•Don’t make assumptions about your audience
-Ask them 
-Be open



2. Structure

Ask yourself what your reader wants to know and:

- tell them what they want to know first

- move from the general to the specific

- use a logical order

- put like information together

- remove material that you don’t need



Order – general to specific

Good for speaking to a broad audience.

1. General principle (useful to the most people)

2. Specific (useful to less people)

3. Exceptions (useful to the least number of 
people)



Example – general to specific

Research shows that literacy levels of Australians

are increasing. However, older Australians tend to

have lower literacy levels than younger

Australians. This is particularly true for Australians

whose second language is English. 



Order – logical

•Does the information involve a process or have a 
natural order?

- Order your writing in that order

- Makes more sense to the user

- Group information, don’t jump around

•Can use ‘general to specific’ and ‘logical’ together



3. Language

•Speak directly to your audience

•Use the active voice

•Don’t use abbreviations, acronyms or similar

•Use terms consistently

•Use everyday words – usually shorter ones

•Use short sentences



Speak directly to your audience

Before

To establish eligibility for a grant, an 

applicant must show that the applicant is an 

Australian resident and that the present housing of the 

applicant is substandard and inadequate. 



Speak directly to your audience

After

To establish eligibility for a grant, you must

show that you are an Australian resident and that your

present housing is substandard and inadequate.



Passive v active

Passive

Consultation from respondents was obtained to 
determine estimated cost.

Active

We consulted with respondents to determine the 
estimated cost.



Acronyms, jargon and familiar words

•Avoid acronyms

- VLA, DOJR, SCV 

•Use everyday words as much as possible

•Technical words or ‘jargon’ sometimes can’t be 
avoided

- Plaintiff, orders, directions hearing …

- But, explain them



Short sentences and paragraphs

•Sentences

- One idea for each sentence

- Keep sentences under 20 words

•Paragraphs

- One subject per paragraph

- Seven lines as a guide



4. Design

•Headings and table of contents 

•Use lists

•Layout and font



Headings and tables of contents

•Use headings as a roadmap 

- Have no more than three levels

- Q&A format

- E.g. How do I submit an application?

•Table of contents 

- Helps your reader find what they want quickly

- Good for long and complicated documents



Lists

•Numbered or bulleted lists

- Can help reinforce the structure of your document

- No more than seven

- Use sparingly



Example – numbered list

For where there is a specific order

Before

There are three steps to be completed before you can enter the competition: complete 
the entry form, sign the declaration and forward to our office.

After

There are three steps to be completed before you enter the competition:
1. complete the entry form
2. sign the declaration
3. forward to our office.



Example – bulleted lists

For where there is no set order

Before

If you feel that you are being sexually harassed at work you can:

• Call the police if you feel threatened or intimidated. 

• Apply to the Magistrates’ Court for an Intervention Order.

• Confront the sexual harasser and tell them how their behaviour makes you feel. 

• Make a complaint in writing to your manager or HR department.



Your turn – Bulleted lists

Solution?

Tell someone and take action

• Confront the sexual harasser and tell them how their behaviour makes you feel. 

• Make a complaint in writing to your manager or HR department.

If you feel in danger

• Call the police if you feel threatened or intimidated. 

• Apply to the Magistrates’ Court for an Intervention Order.



Layout and fonts

•White space

- Helps make it easier to find information

•Justification

- Keep it left (not fully justified, not centred)

•Font choice

•Don’t use BLOCK CAPITALS



Summary

For more information visit:
www.victorialawfoundation.org.au/betterinformation



Summary

•Be clear on what you are trying to achieve

•Apply plain language principles 

•And consider the top ten problems…



Top ten problems (ok and a few more)
no particular order

1. Audience

2. Purpose unclear

3. Lack of research 

4. Not accurate

5. Lack of consultation

6. Legislation dumping

7. Too much information

8. Out of date

9. Translation quality

10. Failure to get help when you need it

11. Format issues

12. No distribution and marketing plan

13. No final review or edit



Summary

•Be clear on what you are trying to achieve

•Apply plain language principles 

•And consider the top ten problems…

•Review your work and ask others



Summary

•Poor quality information doesn’t help

•Uses money that could be used for better things

•Look at the list next time you start a project

•And for more help…



Better information toolkit
www.victorialawfoundation.org.au/better-information-toolkit

Our Better Information Toolkit provides tips and tricks on how to develop 
effective community legal information

• Better Information Handbook

• Plain language and good communication booklet

• Legal glossary

• VLAF guidelines

• Report on translation

• And others



Better information toolkit
Tips and tricks on how to develop effective community 
legal information
-Better Information Handbook
-Plain language and good communication booklet
-Legal glossary
-VLAF guidelines
-Report on translation

•www.victorialawfoundation.org.au/better-information-
toolkit



Questions?

For more information visit:
www.victorialawfoundation.org.au/betterinformation



Joh Kirby
Executive Director
Victoria Law Foundation
jkirby@victorialawfoundation.org.au
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